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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new semi-global method for SFS
(Shape-from-Shading) using graph cuts. The new
algorithm combines the local method proposed by Lee
and Rosenfeld [I] and the global inethod using energy
minimization technique. By employing a new global
energy minimization formulatioK the convedconcave
ambiguity problcm of the Lee and Rosenfeld method can
be resolved efficiently. A new combinatorial optimization
technique. graph cuts method is used for the minimization
of Uie proposed energy functional. Experimental results
on a variety of synthetic and real-world images show that
the proposed algorithm re~onstructsthe 3-D shape of
objects very efficiently.
1. INTRODUCTION

SFS has been a central problem in the field of computer
vision since the early years. This problem is to compute
the 3-Dshape of an object from the brightness variations
in an intensity image of that object. To solve this problem
it is very iinportant to model how the images are formed.
Although many reflectance models have been proposed,
most of the SFS teclmiques assume a simple Lambertian
reflection model. According to the Lambellian model the
brightness infonnation at a pixel in the image depends
only on the albedo, surface normal vector, and the light
source direction. Using this Lambertian model, the irnage
formation process can be modeled by the following
image irradiance equation
r(x,y)=d..G(x,y)

2. LOCAL SFS ALGORITHM

(1)

Thus. the SFS problem can be defined by finding the best
way to wonstmct the geometric information of the
object satisfying this image irradiance equation. The
reconstrncted geometric information can be either the
surface depth or a set of surface nonnals, often described
as a needle-map.
Many different approaches to solve the SFS problem
have been proposed. These methods can be divided into
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two broad categories: global approaches [2], 131, [GI,
local approaches 111, 141. Global approaches attenipt to
recover the entire surface by minimizing some energy
functional associated with the surface to be estimated.
However, since the problem is ill-posed, additional
constraints are needed to solve it. Usually, the
smoothness constraint such as a measure of “departure
from smoothness” is added to the original energy
functional. lu general, this energy functional is minimized
by a variational method. The global techniques have been
shown to be more generally applicable to different types
of input images, and robust to noise than local techniques.
And also they generate more accurate rcsults. However,
they have demerits such as the tendency to
oversmoothing.
Local approaches involve the use of local brightness
information of an image, and recover surface patches
which subsequently quilted together. These local
tecbniques tend to be fast, and have better capacity for
recovering the local features of a surface. But they are
sensitive to noise, and require some restrictive
assumption about the surface.
In this paper we propose a new semi-global shapefrom-shading technique based on graph cuts in which the
local and global methods are combined together. This
new technique offers a number of advantages. First, local
features are well reconstructed because new technique
has the nature of local SFS approaches. Second, the
global minimization and smoothing process make the new
technique to be robust to noise. Third, computational
demand is less than other global SFS approaches.

Lee and Rosenfeld proposed a local SFS algorithm that
determines the surface normal locally using both the
intensity and the intensity derivative information at a
pixel in an image [I]. The surface normal can be
represented as

fi = ( N z ,N y , N z )= (sin )cosO,sin )sin
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O,cos)) , (2)

where ,# and 8 are the slant and tilt of the surface
nonnal, respectively. If we assume the light sourcecentered coordinates, then the iinage irradiance equation
can be rewritten as
Ij.r,y) = p? .B
= p(O,O,I).

requires us to compose an energy functional. For that
purpose we use the sinoothness constraint.

(3)

(sin (COS $,sin 4 sin 8,COS()

=/?cos(
So: under the assumption that the albedo p is knownl the
slant ,# of the surface normal can be determined hy the
intensity information at the pixel.
In order to determine the tilt 0 of the surface normal.
Lee and Rosenfeld assumed that a local surface patch
could be approximated by a spherical patch. Under that
assumption they proved that the tilt of the surface nonnal
could he obtained from

0 = arctan

I,cosB, -I,sinB,
I x COSS,COS&

+ I,v

sin0,

,

Fig. 1. Two allowable normal vectors

Suppose that ii,(o) and ii,(l) are the two allowahle
surface normal vectors nnder the convex and concave
assumplions at the pixel p . respectively, as in Figure I.
Then the sinoothness constraint can be defined as

('9

where I~ and I , are intensity derivatives along the x and
y directions, (s and 8, are the slant and tilt of the light
source direction respectively. The slant and tilt of the
surface normal computed by equation (3) and (4) is a
value in the light source coordinate. Thus it should be
transformed into the value in the viewer coordinate in
order to determine the final surface normal vector.
In determining the tilt of the surface normal using
Lee and Rosenfeld method, there exists an ambiguity
between conves and concave cases. Determination of the
tilt ralue by equation (4) results from the assumption that
t k surface is locally concave. Thus, the tilt in convex
surface has an opposite direction to the tilt in concave
case. Besides the convedconcave ambiguity, this method
tends to be inore sensitive to noise as the distance
between the viewer and the light source get increased.

where N is the set of all neighboring pixels,

vp,qis a

interaction function and .U is a function that is defmed
at each pixel which can take 0 or 1. By minimizing the
above functional, we enforce the surface normal to
change gradually, so that the convedconcave ambiguity
is resolved. This assumption is suitable for genelal 3-D
objects.
The proposed energy function has several advantages
over those used in conventionalglobal approaches. Firstly.
the proposed energy function does not include the
brightness constraint, while most conventional energy
functions involve the brightness constraint as well as the
smoothness constraint. The brightness constraint is
derived directly from the image iwdi'ance equation (I),
and indicates the total brightness error of the
reconstructed iinage compared with the input image. So,
conventional global methods don't guarantee that the
reconstructed pisel intensity is identical with the real
pisel intensity. Therefore the reconstructed surface
normal vector I M have
~
a slant value that differs from the
slant value derived from the equation (3). Whereas in the
case of the energy function proposed in this paper,
allowable surface nonnal vectors at each pisel have the
slant value determined by the image intensity. This results
in imposing brightness conslraint as a hard constraint.
Similarly. Warthington has recently proposed a geometric
framework for the same purpose [ 6 ] . Secondly. in the
proposed energy function, the number of the allowable
surface normal vectors at each pixel is linuted to two>
convex and concave cases. While. inost of the

3. PROPOSED ENERGY FUNCTION

As stated above, Lee and Rosenfeld algorithm derives the
surface normal vector by using the intensity and intensity
gradient infannation. But under the local spherical
assumption there remains the ambiguity such that we
cannot select the surface normal hehveen tv'o possible
values. Therefore we must assume the surface type before
applying the algorithm. So we cannot avoid large errors
in regions where the assumption about the surface type is
not appropriate. In this paper we aim to address tlus
problem proposing the algorithm that resolves the
ambiguity globally using the energy minimization
fonnulation. The energy minimization framework
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conventional energy functions allow uncountable number
of sulrace normal vectors as the candidates. Therefore
those nwhxls have used energy minimization technique
in a continuous doinain such as the variational method.
On the other hand, since our energy minimization scheme
is formulated in a discrete domain. so various efficient
combinatorial energy minimization techniques can be
applied.

This interaction function is the magnitude of a new
difference vector tlmt is obtained by subtracting the
original difference vector to the bias vector. This is
illustrated in Figure 2. Note that this new interaction
function satisfies the metric condition.

4. ENERGY MINIMIZATION USING GRAPH
CUTS
In order to minimize the proposed energy functioR we
use the graph cut method that was introduced as a
combinatorial energy minimization technique [7]. This
method is able to find a local minimum closer to the
global minimum than other minimization techniques and
the computational demand is relatively small.
In order to apply the graph cut method to the energy
minimization problem, the interaction function defined
between neighboring pixels, which eventually forms the
energy functional, has to satisfy the metric conditions.
The metric conditions for the interaction function v(a,p)
is defined as follows
V(a,p)= O o a = p ,
(6)
L”(a,p)= V(p,a)2 0,

r%m5 v(a,y)+ rw,m

However. the interaction function,
L”,.,(X,,X,) = l l Z ~ ( , ~ ~ ) - Z ~ [ . ~x
~ )tl l{OJ)
:
defined in the equation (5) does not satisfy the metric
conditions. Therefore, let us modify the energy function

to make it satisfy the metric conditions. Let
6, E {1,,i2,...,it} be the discrete tilt values of the surface

normal vector at the pixel p . Then, equation ( 5 ) can be
rewritten as

o

if

e,

is a tilt in convex or concave case. (7)

vp.,~caP,caq’,.ep2~,)
= (ucap.ep)- q , 0 J
Note that D~ enforces the surface normal vector at each

F i g 2 new difference vector d, original differcnce vector a, bias
vector b

5. EXPERIMENTS

We have tested our algorithm on several synthetic
and real world images and compared the results with
those of conventional algorithms. Fig. 3 shows the
Mozart and Lena images and the reconstruction results.
The second row of Fig. 3 shows the reconstructed surface
obtained by the Horn’s algorithm, which is a
representative global SFS method. The third row of Fig. 3
shows the result of the local method, Lee and Rosenfeld’s
algorithm. In the bottom row of Fig. 3, we show the result
of the proposed algorithm. We note that the Ham’s
algorithm reconstructed surfaces without details due to
oversmoothing. On the other hand, Lee and Rosenfelds
algorithm produced noisy surfaces despite its relatively
good recovery of local featnres. Usually, this method
becomes more sensitive to noise as the distance between
the viewer and the light source get increased However,
the proposed algorithm captnres sufticient surface dctails
while performs proper smoothing process, thus recoven
more suitable surfaces.
Finally, we have tested our algorithm on additional
real world images. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed
surfaces for the Pepper and Vase images. These results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to
reconstruct the 3D surface of various real world objects
successfully.

pixel to have the tilt determined by the Lee and Rosenfeld
method. And; the slant 4, and #< are determined by

6. CONCLUSIONS

equation (3). However, still the interaction function in
equation (7) does not satisfy metric condition since
vp,q(4p>4q*k2N
= Iliicc, , k ) - Z(##
*0 .
Therefore, let us define the interaction function by
vP.<(dPj#q ,o,,B,) = pcS,8,)- ,it& 0, $
(8)

In this paper, we have proposed a new semi-global SFS
algorithm that combines a local and global energy
minimization frameworks. The method uses the surface
normal vectors obtained by the Lee and Rosenfeld’s
method as the initial allowable normals at each pixel.
Then, by employing a new energy minimi7ation
formulation based on the smoothness constraint of local

All

3 = min(6,

z+q).
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normal vectors, the method determines tlle final needle
niao. In order to minimize the omoosed enerrv functional.
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